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	Schaum's Outline of Abstract Algebra (Schaum's Easy Outlines), 9780071403276 (0071403272), McGraw-Hill, 2003
This long-awaited revision provides a concise introduction to topics in abstract algebra, taking full account of the major advances and developments that have occurred over the last half-century in the theoretical and conceptual aspects of the discipline, particularly in the areas of groups and fields.

Key features include:

	A new section on binary linear codes   
	New chapter on Automorphisms and Galois Theory   
	450 fully solved problems and 420 supplementary problems for individual practice   
	More than 175 illustrative examples   
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Designing Usable Electronic Text (Second Edition)CRC Press, 2004
Designing Usable Electronic Text is without question an important resource to all professionals involved in the field of human-computer interaction and user interface designs.

 - HCI International News, April 2005

[A]n engaging presentation of elements...


		

Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2000 With XML (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2001
 Over the past few years, XML has emerged as the computer world’s favorite three-letter acronym. At first, XML was a curiosity about which a few technological boffins were getting a little over-excited—an interesting technology looking for a place to happen. Gradually, however, developers came to realize the enormous potential of a...


		

The JavaScript Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	JavaScript is an object-oriented scripting language that enables you to modify a document's structure, styling, and content in response to user actions. This handy pocket serves as both a quick introduction to the language and acts a valuable reference. It's packed with tips as well as JavaScript syntax, methods, and properties....





	

The Top Performer's Guide to Speeches and PresentationsSourcebooks, Inc., 2007

	The Top Performer's Guide to Speeches and Presentations helps businesspeople master that most daunting of workplace challenges-addressing a group of coworkers, clients or customers.

	

	--Overcoming nerves and fear

	--Preparing for different types of speeches

	--Engaging the audience
...

		

Introducing InnoDB Cluster: Learning the MySQL High Availability StackApress, 2018

	
		Set up, manage, and configure the new InnoDB Cluster feature in MySQL from Oracle. If you are growing your MySQL installation and want to explore making your servers highly available, this book provides what you need to know about high availability and the new tools that are available in MySQL 8.0.11 and later. 
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The Evidence-Based Practice: Methods, Models, and Tools for Mental Health ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
What a great book! Stout and Hayes have brought together a wonderful cast of experienced clinicians and clinician-administrators who understand both the need for, and the provision of, solid care for people with mental disorders. Every mental health professional needs books like Evidence-Based Practice in Behavioral Health if he or she is to treat...
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